
The Map 
 

�how an individual invents a new way of giving order to data now all 
assembled must here remain inscrutable and may be permanently so� Almost 
always the men who achieve these fundamental inventions of new paradigm 
have either been very young or very new to the field whose paradigm they 
change� (they) are particularly likely to see that those rules no longer define a 
playable game and to conceive another set that can replace them. 
 

Thomas Kuhn 
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 

 
 
 Perhaps there is a clue about how molecules agree to fill space in the 
correlation table of codons and their assigned amino acids.  This is casually 
referred to as a map of the genetic code, but I intend to give it a more rigorous, 
formal treatment.  Somehow a sloppy treatment of the concept of data mapping 
has opened the door to self-contradiction in our conventional view of the genetic 
code. 
 Consider a simple street map of your hometown.  It is laid out on a two-
dimensional paper, but it is easy for our razor-sharp human intelligence to 
understand that the shapes on the paper translate into a three-dimensional town 
of much greater size.  It is only slightly tougher to imagine that the orthogonal, 
two-dimensional information on the paper is merely a subset of a vastly larger set 
of information on the surface of the spherical earth.  Our street map is but a tiny 
window into a surface that wraps around a gigantic sphere.  The fact that this 
information is scaled down, cut into a square and flattened onto a tabletop is of 
no concern whatsoever.  The information it contains could hardly be affected by 
such transformations.  However, the same cannot be said of the genetic code.  
For here the transformations are all important, if only to recognize that they have 
occurred. 
 Like symbols for roads, buildings and lakes on the map of your hometown, 
we will need symbols to construct a map of the genetic code.  Three components 
covering all codons and amino acids can describe the foundation of the map.  
We will start with the following three typographic symbols: 
 
A = Nucleic Acid 
B = Assignment  
C = Codon 
 
 Codons are permutations of three nucleic acids - triplets, or triads.  
Permutations are arrangements of symbols.  For instance, the sequence of 
symbols XYZ is a permutation of the symbols X, Y and Z.  Other permutations of 
the same symbols are YZX, or ZYX.  The total set of permutations is determined 
by taking the number of possible symbols, in this case 4 nucleic acids, and 
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raising it to a the power of symbols in the permutation, in this case 3.  Therefore, 
there are sixty-four codons (43 = 4 X 4 X 4 = 64). 

In the linear model, there are an equal number of codons and 
assignments, so there are no ambiguous assignments.  All codons are assigned 
once and only once.  There are, however, only twenty amino acids in the 
standard set, so there are only 20 required assignments, forty-four fewer than 
available. 
 

Most curious, n�est pas? 
 

This means that there is redundancy - more vulgar, degeneracy.  The term 
degeneracy sprung from mathematics and engineering.  It is a technical term to 
describe a formula that has more than one valid solution, but real people hear 
different connotations in the term.  More than one codon is usually assigned to 
each amino acid, so most assignments are degenerate.  The only two non-
degenerate amino acids are Methionine and Tryptophan.  The rest are total 
degenerates. 

From this standpoint the linear model appears quite wasteful.  It is, as I 
have been trying to tell you, a degenerate model.  The genetic code has the 
capacity to carry more information in the form of more amino acids.  Why does it 
not aggressively take advantage of this opportunity somewhere, in some 
organism?  There has been a lot of speculation about what the �meaning� of this 
redundancy might be, or how the system might actually carry the additional 
information, but we are far from consensus agreement on any theory beyond 
codon to amino acid assignments, and using 64 codons to only assign 20 amino 
acids is a wasteful system. 

Regardless, if we begin to construct a map of the genetic code based on 
the tenets of the linear model, we know the exact shape of the map with which 
we must start � a line.  Excluding the known specific data, and using the above 
symbols creates the following brutish physical appearance of the linear model. 
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 C1   C2   C3   C4  
 B1   B2   B3   B4  

A  1 A  2 A  3 A  4 A  5 A  6 A  7 A  8 A  9 A10 A11 A12             
 C5   C6   C7   C8  
 B5   B6   B7   B8  

A13 A14 A15 A16 A17 A18 A19 A20 A21 A22 A23 A24             
 C9   C10   C11   C12  
 B9   B10   B11   B12  

A25 A26 A27 A28 A29 A30 A31 A32 A33 A34 A35 A36             
 C13   C14   C15   C16  
 B13   B14   B15   B16  

A37 A38 A39 A40 A41 A42 A43 A44 A45 A46 A47 A48             
 C17   C18   C19   C20  
 B17   B18   B19   B20  

A49 A50 A51 A52 A53 A54 A55 A56 A57 A58 A59 A60             
 C21   C22   C23   C24  
 B21   B22   B23   B24  

A61 A62 A63 A64 A65 A66 A67 A68 A69 A70 A71 A72             
 C25   C26   C27   C28  
 B25   B26   B27   B28  

A73 A74 A75 A76 A77 A78 A79 A80 A81 A82 A83 A84             
 C29   C30   C31   C32  
 B29   B30   B31   B32  

A85 A86 A87 A88 A89 A90 A91 A92 A93 A94 A95 A96             
 C33   C34   C35   C36  
 B33   B34   B35   B36  

A97 A98 A99 A1 0 0 A1 1 0 A102 A1 3 0 A1 4 0 A1 5 0 A1 6 0 A1 7 0 A1 80            
 C37   C38   C39   C40  
 B37   B38   B39   B40  

A1 9 0 A1 0 1 A1 1 1 A1 2 1 A1 3 1 A1 41 A1 5 1 A1 6 1 A1 7 1 A1 8 1 A1 9 1 A1 02            
 C41   C42   C43   C44  
 B41   B42   B43   B44  

A1 1 2 A1 2 2 A1 3 2 A1 4 2 A1 5 2 A1 62 A1 7 2 A1 8 2 A1 9 2 A1 0 3 A1 1 3 A1 23            
 C45   C46   C47   C48  
 B45   B46   B47   B48  

A1 3 3 A1 4 3 A1 5 3 A1 6 3 A1 7 3 A1 83 A1 9 3 A1 0 4 A1 1 4 A1 2 4 A1 3 4 A1 44            
 C49   C50   C51   C52  
 B49   B50   B51   B52  

A1 5 4 A1 6 4 A1 7 4 A1 8 4 A1 9 4 A1 05 A1 1 5 A1 2 5 A1 3 5 A1 4 5 A1 5 5 A1 65            
 C53   C54   C55   C56  
 B53   B54   B55   B56  

A1 7 5 A1 8 5 A1 9 5 A1 0 6 A1 1 6 A1 26 A1 3 6 A1 4 6 A1 5 6 A1 6 6 A1 7 6 A1 86            
 C57   C58   C59   C60  
 B57   B58   B59   B60  

A1 9 6 A1 0 7 A1 1 7 A1 2 7 A1 3 7 A1 47 A1 5 7 A1 6 7 A1 7 7 A1 8 7 A1 9 7 A1 08            
 C61   C62   C63   C64  
 B61   B62   B63   B64  

A181 A182 A183 A184 A185 A186 A187 A188 A189 A190 A191 A192
 

The breadth of symbols discourages their presentation in an actual linear 
format - otherwise they would be illegibly small.  One must use the scissors of 
imagination to carve this page into a series of strips that are attached end-to-end, 
creating a single genetic tape.  Only then can we truly appreciate the shape of 
the linear code.  A grid is a more familiar presentation of assignments.  I, for one, 
have never actually seen the linear model presented as a line.  This is probably 
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because it is not particularly useful, except to demonstrate how useless it is.  
However, for the sake of rigor I will do just such a thing here. 
 

 
 
 See how useless it is? 
 

Of course the use of this format is explicit from the model.  A linear code 
contains only one-dimension of information in assignments, and finding additional 
meaning in those assignments is therefore verboten; otherwise they are no 
longer one-dimensional.  We are explicitly told to view the system as �one-
dimensional, arbitrary and meaningless�.  This means that any pattern that might 
appear in the tape must be rejected as a chimera.  For if it is linear and arbitrary 
then it can be broken apart, reassembled and presented in any mathematically 
valid fashion.  There is absolutely no criterion on which to judge the correctness 
of one linear presentation of assignments over another; therefore, none can be 
�best�.  The tape could just as easily start with the following sequence, so long as 
all the numbers add up at the end. 
 

 C61   C43   C1   C22  
 B61   B43   B1   B22  

A181 A182 A183 A127 A128 A129 A1 A2 A3 A64 A65 A66
 

It is therefore most curious that the conventional two-dimensional grid of 
assignment data has somehow drawn a pass on this constraint of linearity and 
arbitrariness.  It is so common to see the genetic code presented in a grid that 
the rigorous academic requirement for a linear disclaimer has somehow evolved 
out of the system.  I never see the genetic correlation table accompanied by the 
warning: 

 
This table is manmade. 

Do not recognize patterns. 
 
Pattern recognition in the genetic code data grid should be dogmatically 

forbidden fruit.  After all, we should recognize that any pattern in the assignment 
of amino acids to codons must be rejected as meaningless and arbitrary.  
Certainly no good scientist would take a pattern recognized in this correlation 
table and use it as the basis of further work.  That is tacit approval of a non-linear 
model.  After all, a grid is in fact a non-linear model.  A pattern in the grid would 
be a sign that there is more than one dimension of meaning in the assignments 
of codons to amino acids.  It would be a sign of at least a second dimension in 
the code, and perhaps more. 
 

Fortunately, I am not a good scientist, so lets have some fun.  Let�s get 
this baby on the open road and see what she can do!  I am going to start with an 
excellent textbook presentation of the genetic correlation table and make it more 
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excellent.  I know that the following table is an excellent textbook presentation 
because I copped it from an excellent textbook.  I will start here and apply my 
skills acquired in a wasted youth as a graphic artist. 
 
 

 
 
 
 This presentation clarifies yet confuses.  I will tease out some of the 
assumptions and information that are contained in it, starting with the 
mathematical tape that is the linear model.  The tape shows a need for 192 
nucleic acids (64 codons X 3 nucleic acids per codon).  A quick count of the 
above nucleic acids shows me only 24.  Where are the other 168 nucleic acids?  
I am not a total idiot, I am just being coy and I know that they are stacked on top 
of each other.  It would be a grievous no-no to suggest that we could have 
somehow jettisoned 168 required nucleic acids from the sacred code.  This 
would imply double duty for nucleic acids, but in an imbalanced way, and then we 
must determine which nucleotides would be assigned to which duties.  These 
apparent missing nucleotides are merely illusions created by the conveniences of 
our written notation, a sacrifice to efficiency.  In fact, the table is nothing but a 
convenient presentation of data.  It was more or less accidentally presented this 
way, and since we find it useful, it has become frozen in the system.  This table is 
a rare case of an actual frozen accident in the genetic code, but it is a conscious 
decision to make it such. 
 Another feature of the above table is the obvious grouping of assignments.  
It seems that there is some mystical force in our arbitrary universe that is 
compelling assignments to gravitate to regions of an arbitrary (and forbidden) 
space.  They appear to be clumping.  A man of lesser discipline would be 
tempted to succumb to the temptation of assigning meaning to these groupings, 
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which would amount to a second dimension of meaning in a one-dimensional 
process. 
 

Fortunately, I am a man of lesser discipline, and I�m not only willing to 
assign meaning, I�m willing to make more groupings.  (See how much fun 
science can be if you�re willing to ignore dogma.)  What might come as a surprise 
to you, dear reader, is that I intend to assign a different meaning to these 
groupings, a meaning that strays far from the one dictated by convention.  Let�s 
start by rearranging the above grid into another grid.  Like potato chips, you can 
never have just one.  The above grid shows obvious relationships between 
codons and amino acids, but what are the relationships between amino acids, 
nucleic acids and their codons?  In fact, it would be nice to know the inter and 
intra-relationships between all components of the system.  Starting with amino 
acids, the most likely relationship between them will somehow involve water, 
because water is so much a part of living systems.  How well a molecule 
interacts with water is called its water affinity, and it can be measured in a 
number of ways.  To explore the intra-relationships of amino acids, I copped a list 
of amino acid water affinities from the same excellent textbook that provided the 
table, and I combined the list with the assignment table.  I created my own 
stylized grid, and since color is king, let�s add some color.  Now we can really 
start to see some patterns. 
 
 
Highly    Isoleucine   AUU AUC AUA  

Hydrophobic   Phenylalanine   UUU UUC   

   Valine   GUU GUC GUA GUG 

   Leucine UUA UUG CUU CUC CUA CUG 

   Methionine      AUG 

   Tryptophan      UGG 

   Alanine   GCU GCC GCA GCG 

   Glycine   GGU GGC GGA GGG 

   Cysteine   UGU UGC STOP  
   Tyrosine   UAU UAC STOP STOP 

   Proline   CCU CCC CCA CCG 

   Threonine   ACU ACC ACA ACG 

   Serine AGU AGC UCU UCC UCA UCG 

   Histidine   CAU CAC   

   Glutamate     GAA GAG 

   Asparagine   AAU AAC   

   Glutamine     CAA CAG 

   Aspartate   GAU GAC   

Highly    Lysine     AAA AAG 

Hydrophilic   Arginine AGA AGG CGU CGC CGA CGG 
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 Just as the street map is a tiny window into a sphere, this table is a tiny 
window into another surface.  However, from this table we can begin to develop 
the necessary symbols to illuminate that surface.  In other words, we can begin 
doing some real work with patterns now by saying it with color, saying it strictly 
with color. 
 

 
 
 And while we�re at it, we might as well take advantage of all the physical 
dimensions that God has given us.  Two dimensions are nice, but three are 
better. 
 
 

 
 
 
 Before we lose English entirely, becoming mired in the insanity of Rafiki-
speak, let�s bring back an old friend, the textbook table.  Let�s combine what it 
shows us with what we have just learned.  This is exciting, isn�t it? 
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 We are finally in a position to go looking for those 168 missing nucleic 
acids. 
 
 

 
 
 
 There they are, all 192 of them, but why are they all treated differently?  
Why is the third position chopped up into 4 stacks? 
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DUH!  The page only has two dimensions, Homer, and we need three� 
But we now have three! 

 
 

 
 

M.C. Escher 
Three Intersecting Planes 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Look at all the pretty colors - they must mean something.  How could a 

one-dimensional, arbitrary and meaningless process produce such a beautiful 
three-dimensional pattern?  Remember, those colors have meaning to those 
amino acids - they represent relative water affinity.  It�s a shame that we�re 
technically not allowed to use it for anything.  Things just get curiouser and 
curiouser all the time. 
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What is a pattern anyway?  In this case a pattern is an arrangement of 
symbols and colors.  Through combinations amongst and between each group of 
symbols a total pattern emerges.  This pattern turns on the concept of neighbor, 
but what is a neighbor?  For our study of the genetic correlation table, a neighbor 
is technically a next-to, as in this is next-to that.  In the above pattern there are 
hundreds of different types of actual and potential next-to�s.  There are colors 
next-to each other in a hierarchy of color.  There are shapes next-to each other.  
There are categories of shapes next-to each other and next-to other categories.  
There are rows, columns and layers of next-to�s.  But the central dogma destroys 
the concept of next-to, doesn�t it?  I mean anything next-to anything else is just 
random.  There is no real next-to in the genetic code, is there?  All of the next-
to�s above were created by mathematical weighting, or observer bias.  There 
should be no meaning to the pretty patterns that we have just created, unless 
there is meaning in the observer bias upon which we�ve stumbled. 
 

Demons exist. 
 
Only malicious demons would create this beautiful collection of accidental, 

meaningless next-to�s to tempt us into forbidden territory.  We won�t go� 
we�can�t� screw it. 

 
Let�s go - we can make better next-to�s than this. 
 
The problem with the above next-to�s is precisely that they are biased by 

us, the observer, and these biases are clearly unequal.  It is politically incorrect to 
allow unequal anything, let alone unequal next-to�s.  Notice that corner amino 
acid assignments in the pattern have only three next-to�s, edges and sides have 
four, and middles have an embarrassingly capitalistic six next-to�s.  I will fight for 
the corners, edges and sides, and tax the middles.  Sorry middles, get over it. 

This brings up a very interesting problem: what determines the next-to�s?  
Take the case of amino acids, what determines which amino acid falls on a 
corner, edge or middle, and therefore determines quantity and type of an amino 
acid�s next-to?  Unfortunately - or fortunately - it is another set of next-to�s.  
Specifically, it is the nucleotide next-to�s.  The specter of recursion looms large, 
but fear not, fearless traveler. 

This grid - the textbook table - explicitly demands that nucleotides must be 
next to other nucleotides.  This is the symbolic shorthand that allows us to 
generate permutations.  By taking one symbol from the left we are given a choice 
of four symbols from the top, which in turn opens up another choice of four 
symbols from the right.  There is a channeling process at work here, but it is 
never addressed.  It is actually a systematic, mathematical weighting of codons.  
By picking any nucleotide we are limiting our choices of nucleotide next-to�s.  The 
nucleotides in the grid are differentiated and stratified according to position in the 
codon.  For this textbook presentation, we only need four literal symbols for each 
of the first two positions, but we need sixteen for the third position.  Ultimately, 
this channeling process will allow us to arrange the entire genetic code along the 
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linear genetic map.  In other words, weighting data in this way means that there 
is a first, second, third� and last codon in the table. 

 
Trivial? 
 
Not from the standpoint of the presentation and the pattern it 

demonstrates.  If patterns are the goal, it is far from trivial, because we have no 
way to know if a pattern is natural or man-made.  Changing the weighting will 
create an entirely different pattern.  Furthermore, it appears that the 2nd position 
dominates the color assignments.  What�s up there?  I suppose we might tiptoe 
past this graveyard with the caveat that the channeling is an illusion, but let�s 
have a closer look at the weighting process before we decide. 

The table is merely a specific instance of the tape in the linear model of 
the genetic code.  Somehow the codons are assigned values around which the 
table is arranged.  It turns out that the source of the values in this table is a 
simple formula that requires two biases.  The first bias is a weighting of the 
nucleotides, which we will call the nucleotide values.  The second bias is a 
weighting of the positions of the nucleotides in the codon, which we will call the 
position value.  The assigned value of the codon then becomes the sum of the 
nucleotide values times their position values, which can be written as follows: 
 

 
 
 We can easily see that this formula will produce the textbook grid from the 
genetic tape.  If we recreate the grid and display all of the values we will finally 
see the bias at work. 
 

 
 

But since there is no meaning to the assignments, we are free to reassign 
these weights however we like.  It is easy to change the position values and 
produce an entirely different grid. 
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There are still some patterns here, but they have taken a considerable hit, 
and this is just one of twenty-four permutations that can use these arbitrary 
values.  Furthermore, there is a very bold unspoken assumption in these tables, 
namely that position is more important than identity when considering the value 
of a nucleotide in a codon.  But since this table business is meaningless, there is 
absolutely nothing stopping us from coming up with any values that strike our 
fancy.  Our one-dimensional system allows for no second dimension on which to 
evaluate any weighting scheme.  In fact, if we take the linear crowd at their word, 
the most appropriate arrangement would be one that is completely arbitrary, such 
as this: 
 

 
 

Now the patterns have disappeared completely.  Of course this is what we 
expect from an arbitrary process - arbitrary results.  However, if we don�t find 
arbitrary results, how can we conclude it was an arbitrary process?  Any grid that 
we contrive will have contact with this non-linear heresy, so we cannot prohibit 
something � pattern recognition - ignore the prohibition, and then fail to examine 
the unspoken assumptions inherent in the process.  Clearly the nucleotide next-
to�ness is influencing the table and somehow forming pretty patterns in the 
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assignments.  Furthermore, good scientists - ironically some of the same ones 
that forbade pattern recognition by insisting on a linear code - have used these 
patterns to form conventional theory, specifically the theory of wobble.  The 
wobble hypothesis is nothing but a pattern recognition theory and therefore 
contradicts the premise of a one-dimensional model.  The implication is that 
�wobble� somehow acted as a �force� in shaping the genetic code.  This is 
necessarily a second dimension in an otherwise one-dimensional process.  Each 
codon in the wobble model has amino acids and wobble partners assigned to it.  
It is the wobble partner assignment that theoretically shows up in the two-
dimensional grid of data in the form of assignment clumping. 

Our task at hand then is to remove weighting from the presentation of the 
data, so any pattern popping out must be natural instead of manmade.  How can 
we un-weight a table?  We can�t completely, but we can start with some rules. 
 

Rule:  All nucleic acids will be treated equally. 
 

This must be so if weighting is to be removed, and there are important 
consequences of this rule.  There was never a contrary rule to my knowledge, 
but somehow that�s how it worked itself out in the grid.  I�m not sure anyone ever 
cared enough about unequal treatment of nucleic acids to even notice.  
Nonetheless, if all nucleotides are equal then we don�t need whole stacks of 16 
�equal� nucleotides.  All we need is one from each stack, and we can discard the 
rest.  That leaves us with twelve. 

Each of the 192 nucleic acids on the tape is a symbol that can have one of 
four values.  Now there are only twelve symbols, and they must account for at 
least twenty 20 assignments.  If we spend two symbols per assignment we end 
up with only 16 codons (42) but this clearly is not enough codons.  If we decide to 
spend 3 symbols per assignment we generate a wasteful 64 codons.  Since we 
had unlimited nucleic acids in the past we took that bargain.  The times they are 
a changin�.  What if the bargain was without waste instead of wasteful - how 
would it work?  This new model of the assignment table shall be called the Rafiki 
model of the genetic code, in honor of Rafiki.  Start by assuming that nucleotide 
assignment is precious.  We now only have 12 nucleotides to spend, and we 
must achieve at least 20 assignments.  This means that each nucleotide must be 
spent 5 times ((20 X 3) / 12).  This is an awful lot to ask of a nucleic acid. 
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A1 = (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5) 
A2 = (B1, B2, B6, B7, B8) 
A3 = (B2, B3, B8, B9, B10) 
A4 = (B3, B4, B10, B11, B12) 
A5 = (B4, B5, B12, B13, B14) 
A6 = (B1, B5, B6, B14, B15) 

A7 = (B9, B10, B11, B16, B17) 
A8 = (B7, B8, B9, B17, B18) 
A9 = (B6, B7, B15, B18, B19) 
A10 = (B13, B14, B15, B19, B20) 
A11 = (B11, B12, B13, B16, B20) 
A12 = (B16, B17, B18, B19, B20) 

 
The inversion of thinking here is that each nucleic acid participates in 

multiple assignments.  The conventional thinking is that each amino acid should 
participate in multiple codon assignments, but that approach requires that 
selection of nucleotides and codons is somehow pre-ordained.  However, the 
mystical assignment process must have involved both nucleotides and amino 
acids simultaneously converging on codons, because codons could not have 
otherwise existed in any meaningful way before this assignment lottery occurred.  
It must have been a universal high-wire act of balancing molecular forces. 
The entire code in the Rafiki model is covered by 12 nucleic acids, whereas the 
conventional model formally requires 192.  Of course, each assignment must 
also be associated with three nucleotides, and a careful analysis of the above set 
of relationships shows that this is true.  Since we now require an inter-related 
network of nucleotides, we must assume substrate neutrality.  This means that if 
a nucleotide, adenine for instance, can be plugged into A1 it can be plugged into 
any or all of the other 11 symbols as well.  Nucleic acid triplets have 6 
permutations as follows: 
 
Permutation #1,  P1 = 1, 2, 3 
Permutation #2,  P2 = 2, 3, 1 
Permutation #3,  P3 = 3, 1, 2 

Permutation #4,  P4 = 1, 3, 2 
Permutation #5,  P5 = 3, 2, 1 
Permutation #6,  P6 = 2, 1, 3 

 
This implies that in our new model we must accept that there are 6 

permutations of all possible nucleic acid triplets, including seemingly trivial cases 
such as (Adenine, Adenine, Adenine).  Each assignment represents a collection 
of all permutations of the three nucleic acids that are related to it.  We have no 
way of knowing which triplets to discard in cases of redundancy of permutation.  
The potential codon count goes to 120.  
 
B1 = ∑P(A1, A6, A2) 
B2 = ∑P(A1, A2, A3) 
B3 = ∑P(A1, A3, A4) 
B4 = ∑P(A1, A4, A5) 
B5 = ∑P(A1, A5, A6) 
B6 = ∑P(A2, A6, A9) 
B7 = ∑P(A2, A9, A8) 
B8 = ∑P(A2, A8, A3) 
B9 = ∑P(A3, A8, A7) 
B10 = ∑P(A3, A7, A4) 

B11 = ∑P(A4, A7, A11) 
B12 = ∑P(A4, A11, A5) 
B13 = ∑P(A5, A11, A10) 
B14 = ∑P(A5, A10, A6) 
B15 = ∑P(A6, A10, A9) 
B16 = ∑P(A7, A12, A11) 
B17 = ∑P(A7, A8, A12) 
B18 = ∑P(A8, A9, A12) 
B19 = ∑P(A9, A10, A12) 
B20 = ∑P(A10, A11, A12) 
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The danger here is in failing to recognize the meaning of any assignment 

within this system.  We started with only 20 required assignments, because that 
is what the empirical evidence suggested that we do.  But our assignment 
process immediately yielded multiple potential meanings to each triplet 
depending on its context within the model. 

Notice that the nucleic acid represented by A1 participates in five of the 
assignments, and for each of these A1 is the initial base in the assignment 
permutation exactly twice.  It also is the second and third base exactly twice.  In 
this way every nucleotide plays a balanced role in the system. 
 
A1 = (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5) 
B1 = (A1, A6, A2), (A6, A2, A1), (A2, A1, A6), (A1, A2, A6), (A2, A6, A1), (A6, A1, A2) 
 
 This holds true for all of the 12 nucleotides and their related assignments, 
so each base is a primary initiator of five codons and a secondary initiator of five 
codons.  Therefore, there are sixty primary initiators and sixty secondary 
initiators.  We will assign each permutation a label so that we can demonstrate 
each symbol�s role as initiator, for example 
 
C1 = (A1, A6, A2) and C61 =  (A1, A2, A6): 
 
Primary initiators 
A1 = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) 
A2 = (C6, C7, C8, C9, C10) 
A3 = (C11, C12, C13, C14, C15) 
A4 = (C16, C17, C18, C19, C20) 
A5 = (C21, C22, C23, C24, C25) 
A6 = (C26, C27, C28, C29, C30) 
A7 = (C31, C32, C33, C34, C35) 
A8 = (C36, C37, C38, C39, C40) 
A9 = (C41, C42, C43, C44, C45) 
A10 = (C46, C47, C48, C49, C50) 
A11 = (C51, C52, C53, C54, C55) 
A12 = (C56, C57, C58, C59, C60) 

Secondary initiators 
A1 = (C61, C62, C63, C64, C65) 
A2 = (C66, C67, C68, C69, C70) 
A3 = (C71, C72, C73, C74, C75) 
A4 = (C76, C77, C78, C79, C80) 
A5 = (C81, C82, C83, C84, C85) 
A6 = (C86, C87, C88, C89, C90) 
A7 = (C91, C92, C93, C94, C95) 
A8 = (C96, C97, C98, C99, C100) 
A9 = (C101, C102, C103, C104, C105) 
A10 = (C106, C107, C108, C109, C110) 
A11 = (C111, C112, C113, C114, C115) 
A12 = (C116, C117, C118, C119, C120) 

 
 These permutations represent codons, so we can substitute them for 
assignments, rounding out our comprehensive set of interrelated symbols. 
 
B1 = (C1, C28, C9, C61, C88, C69) 
B2 = (C2, C8, C14, C62, C68, C74) 
B3 = (C3, C13, C19, C63, C73, C79) 
B4 = (C4, C18, C24, C64, C78, C84) 
B5 = (C5, C23, C29, C65, C83, C89) 
B6 = (C10, C27, C41, C70, C87, C101) 
B7 = (C6, C45, C37, C66, C105, C97) 
B8 = (C7, C36, C15, C67, C96, C75) 
B9 = (C11, C40, C32, C71, C100, C92) 
B10 = (C12, C31, C20, C72, C91, C80) 

B11 = (C16, C35, C52, C76, C95, C112) 
B12 = (C17, C51, C25, C77, C121, C95) 
B13 = (C21, C55, C47, C81, C115, C107) 
B14 = (C22, C46, C30, C82, C106, C90) 
B15 = (C26, C50, C42, C86, C110, C102) 
B16 = (C34, C56, C53, C94, C116, C113) 
B17 = (C33, C39, C57, C93, C99, C127) 
B18 = (C38, C44, C58, C98, C104, C118) 
B19 = (C43, C49, C59, C103, C109, C119) 
B20 = (C48, C54, C60, C108, C114, C120)  
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Although we achieved a 192 to 12 reduction in nucleotides, we also note a 
peculiar increase in the number of required permutations from 64 to 120.  This is 
due to the model�s inability to distinguish between seemingly trivial permutations.  
However, this new model is not a two-dimensional, one-to-one, sequestering 
grid; it is a multidimensional inter-relation network, which we will call an identity 
network.  It is not unreasonable to suspect that within a network the seemingly 
trivial permutations actually do have unique meanings.  We have a network 
capable of presenting any and all of the required permutations.  It differs from the 
conventional grid on the important issue of bias; specifically it can present the 
data without mathematical weighting the nucleotides. 

One glaring drawback: unlike a grid, the identity network does not lend 
itself to two-dimensional schematic representation.  However, what it lacks in 2D 
it makes up for in 3D.  We can easily use these relationships to generate a 
dodecahedron or an icosahedron, but they are dual to each other.  In fact, the 
concept should be interpreted as a sphere, but polyhedrons are more effective 
when given a flat starting medium such as the paper. 
 
 
Diagram of the Rafiki model 
 

 
 

 
A full appreciation of the relationships in this identity network requires the 

diagram be cut and folded.  
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�The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new 
discoveries, is not 'Eureka!' but 'That's funny...�  
 

Isaac Asimov 
 
 

Mike McNeil, a friend of Rafiki, brings up an interesting point about the 
above symbol identifiers.  Mike is a bright guy, and a patent attorney, skilled in 
distilling an idea.  He points out that since we are dealing with a known system of 
symbols with only four identities, the symbol identifiers should reflect this.  In 
other words, perhaps A1-12 is sub-optimal.  What about 4 sets of 3 inter-related 
identifiers: A12,3,4, A21,3,4, A31,2,4 and A41,2,3?  Thanks for the additional burden, 
Mike.  Fortunately, we can deal with this quite nicely, but both systems are 
informative to different circumstances.  I feel that he has identified an actual truth 
in the new universe of yet underdeveloped combinatorial mathematics, and in 
honor of this I will refer to these subscripts as McNeil subscripts.  For now we will 
stick with our symbols of the non-McNeil variety, which is to say no subscripts at 
all. 

We are finally able to return to the task at hand � making pretty patterns.  
We now have a weightless presentation format for our data.  It is an unbiased 
permutation grid in three dimensions, and we can use it to see what kind of 
patterns nature has given us. 

We start by examining some of the unexpected curiosities in the new 
model.  Although nucleotides have become equal, triplets have become 
decidedly unequal.  There are now three classes of triplets: primary, secondary 
and tertiary.  Since color-is-king, let�s assign some colors to these classes.  
Unfortunately, there is only one rainbow, so we are going to have to re-use 
amino acid and nucleotide colors.  Please try not to get confused by this. 
 
 

 
 
 
 If we add the nucleotide initials to each permutation we can see how each 
triplet generates six permutations, but the triplets are not homogenous in their 
behavior. 
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 When all possible permutations are present, the structure contains 4 
primary, 12 secondary and 4 tertiary triplets.  If we stylize these - and we should 
because we can - they look like this: 
 

 
 
 Triplets can now assume one of three classes, and we notice that within 
each class there are different types of permutations based on the class of the 
triplet.  The Rafiki model contains the following distinguishable permutations: 
 
 

I II1 II2 II3 III1 III2 
      

 
 

Class Type Number
Primary (I)  4 
Secondary (II) 1 12 
Secondary (II) 2 12 
Secondary (II) 3 12 
Tertiary (III) 1 12 
Tertiary (III) 2 12 

 
 
 If we combine the model with the color-is-king style, we produce the 
following two-dimensional map of the identity network of permutations.  This is 
merely an un-weighted mathematical treatment of a 43 permutation set. 
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 We could do the same with an dodecahedron, but let�s go bold; let�s go 
3D.  In 3D the dodecahedron-icosahedron debate can be mooted by mapping to 
a sphere. 
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 This is a receptacle into which we can place any appropriate permutation 
data, such as the assignment data of codons and amino acids.  This is 
essentially an unbiased view of data in our search of nature�s patterns.  
Apparently, the demons were in full malicious mode when they capriciously 
scattered their arbitrary and meaningless assignments across our unanticipated 
new model.  Look at our grid in terms of permutation class and type. 
 
 
Highly   Isoleucine       

Hydrophobic   Phenylalanine       

   Valine       
   Leucine       
   Methionine       
   Tryptophan       
   Alanine       
   Glycine       
   Cysteine     STOP  
   Tyrosine     STOP STOP 

   Proline       
   Threonine       
   Serine       
   Histidine       

   Glutamate       
   Asparagine       

   Glutamine       
   Aspartate       

Highly    Lysine       
Hydrophilic   Arginine       
STOP   Stop       
 
 
 The patterns show up more clearly if we organize each assignment 
according to class and type of codon as follows. 
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 Glycine  
 Proline  
 Phenylalanine  
 Lysine  
 Asparagine  
 Leucine  
 Arginine  
 Serine  
 Valine            
 Alanine            
 Threonine            
 Isoleucine            
 Glutamate            
 Cysteine                 
 Histidine                 
 Tyrosine                      
 Glutamine                      
 Aspartate                      
 Tryptophan                 

███ STOP                 
 Methionine                           

  
 

To really appreciate these patterns we will map the assignment data to the 
Rafiki model.  Of course it is difficult to get a good look at a 3D model on a 2D 
page, but we cam see a frontal shot of all 20 triplets arranged in a systematic 
fashion, incorporating the McNeil subscripts.  It is an image table, if you will. 
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 To see how this new map, or globe contains the data, we can compare it 
to its colorful brother, the grid.  We can correlate one of the triplets to codons in 
the table, and we see that codons in the table can scatter virtually anywhere, but 
we biased the table by determining where each codon should go.  On the globe, 
codons are wherever nature put them. 
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 We started with the genetic code, or I should say the codon-amino acid 
assignment table, a linear phenomenon that has been deemed arbitrary and 
meaningless.  We arranged the line in a two-dimensional grid, theoretically a no-
no, and started to notice some patterns.  On the strength of this, we further 
arranged the grid into three-dimensions and saw - guess what - more patterns.  
This opened a whole new space for investigation, the network space.  In the 
network space several curious things happened.  Nucleotides equalized and we 
jettisoned 180 that were no longer required.  Triplets became combinatorial, and 
codons became differentiated based on their generative triplet and their location 
within that triplet.  The formal recognition of a differentiated codon should have 
absolutely no meaning, and certainly no predictive value in the real world of 
codon assignment, right?  There should be no pattern whatsoever based on such 
a ludicrous stratification, certainly no meaningful pattern.  The whole thing is 
arbitrary and meaningless, so no pattern within it can be strategic or meaningful 
to the genetic code. 
 Actually, the opposite is true - this is the only pattern that is not suspect.  It 
is the only way to present the data in an un-biased, mathematically un-weighted 
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format.  The patterns seen in this presentation are the only ones that we can 
really trust.  If we see a pattern here, some force of nature must have put it there. 
 The reason that networking the assignment table generates patterns that 
correlate across seemingly hokey parameters, such as codon differentiation, is 
because the assignment table is not linear, not one-dimensional, and it is not 
arbitrary, as dogma has insisted.  Codons being assigned to amino acids is only 
a part of a larger system that is in fact a network, a system heretofore widely 
studied and cherished but poorly understood.  We casually refer to codon-amino 
acid assignments as the genetic code, but this is incorrect.  I am stating these 
conclusions here, before the case is fully made, because it will help us see what 
is coming next.  Trying to look through the dark lenses of a linear model will 
destroy our ability to appreciate pretty colors making beautiful patterns. 
 The Rafiki model treats the genetic code as a balancing network of inter-
related components.  Amino acids, nucleotides, and triplets are all inter-related.  
Amino acids cooperate with each other by, among other things, logically 
distributing themselves uniformly across the network of nucleotides.  The 
functional groups at least play a role with respect to water affinity in the overall 
distribution of codon assignments.  If this is true, there must be some additional 
information hidden in the genetic code, something driving the process, but what 
could it be?
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Stereochemistry. 
 
 Stereochemistry refers to the spatial arrangements of atoms in molecules 
and complexes.  Other than the sequential arrangement of amino acids, the 
linear model can account for none of the stereochemistry of a polypeptide. 
 
Primary sequence � the sequence of amino acids in a polypeptide. 
 
 The linear model holds that the nucleotides are translated into primary 
sequence.  However, there is stereochemical information contained in the 
genetic code. 
 
Primary structure � the structure of the polypeptide backbone. 
 

This is the insanity of Rafiki � nucleotides are translated into primary 
structure - the heretical conclusions of a child unsupervised.  Despite the 
entrenched dogma, however, this view is almost impossible to disprove, even if it 
is wrong.  This is because the linear model demands homogenous, regular 
behavior from the genetic code, whereas the Rafiki model demands 
heterogeneous behavior, evidence of which is easy to find.  Existing observations 
suggest a lack of homogeneity, but even if it�s there, the task of proving 
homogeneity amounts to proving a negative, namely that heterogeneity does not 
exist.  Once suspected, the implications of the genetic code containing 
stereochemical information are far-reaching, forcing a complete re-examination 
of the genetic code, what it is and how it acts.  To start along this path we will 
briefly return to biology 101 and sketch in more of the outline of the cellular 
genetic mechanisms. 
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 Genetic information is stored in the cell nucleus by DNA.  This information 
is transcribed into messenger RNA (mRNA) and transported out of the nucleus 
into the cytoplasm.  The information is translated into polypeptides by a 
mechanism that involves mRNA, transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomes and amino 
acids.  The linear model says that at this point we are certain of primary 
sequence, and the Rafiki model says that were can be certain of primary 
structure.  From here the polypeptide folds into a secondary structure, then a 
tertiary structure, and finally combines in a quaternary structure to produce a 
functioning protein. 
 A codon only gives part of the information in the genetic code.  Triplets are 
seemingly capable of translating only enough information to define the sequence 
of amino acids.  However, of equal importance to the ultimate shape and function 
of the protein is the critical information regarding the nature of each peptide 
bond.  For proper translation of stereochemical information, the genetic code 
looks beyond the individual codon.  All of the information taken together defines 
the entire peptide bond, which includes: 
 

1. Amino acid identities. 
2. Major bond configuration. 
3. Bond rotations. 

 
 For this reason, the salient unit of information in the genetic code goes 
beyond the codon to specify the complete peptide bond.  I will call this unit of 
information the pepton.  The following illustrations are designed to demonstrate 
the three components of the peptide bond. 
 

 
 
 The peptide bond combines two amino acids, or tetrahedrons, and it is 
formed by a group of atoms from each side of the bond called the peptide group.  
It consists of, from the first tetrahedron, the cabonyl carbon (C1), the α-carbon 
(α1) and the carbonyl oxygen (Oxygen); and from the second amino acid, the 
amide nitrogen (N), the α-carbon (α2), and the amide hydrogen (Hydrogen).  
Although there is some wiggle to the group as a whole, for the most part the 
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bond is planar, and the group can take one of two major configurations: cis or 
trans.  The above illustration demonstrates the trans configuration.  Once formed, 
the bond will not spontaneously switch configurations; however, there are 
enzymes capable of catalyzing the switch, which involves a 1800 rotation around 
the axis of the peptide bond. 
 

 

 
 
 
 The cis configuration of the peptide group has a much greater steric 
hindrance between the tetrahedrons.  This means that the atoms get in the way 
of each other, and they do not like this.  For this reason nearly all of the peptide 
bonds in naturally occurring proteins are in the trans configuration, about 95% of 
them are trans-peptide bonds.  However, the cis configuration can and does 
naturally occur.  When it does, it almost always involves an amino acid called 
proline.  Proline is like a latch that locks the backbone in place.  Cis bonds and 
proline are prominent in protein structures called turns, where the peptide 
backbone makes a dramatic change of direction.  Proline and cis bonds therefore 
have a significant impact on the final shape of a protein.  It would seem likely 
then, that when a cis bond occurs it will impact the function of the protein.  It 
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logically follows that the genetic code should somehow specify this major 
configuration of the peptide bond. 
 Despite a decided predilection for trans configuration, there is another 
opportunity for the genetic code to specify the shape of the polypeptide 
backbone.  Each peptide bond has a measure of rotational freedom around the 
bond between the α-carbon and its peptide group member on either side.  The 
rotation between the α-carbon and the amide nitrogen has been named phi (Φ).  
The rotation between the α-carbon and the carbonyl carbon has been named psi 
(ψ). 
 

 
 
 Together the two rotations determine the bond angle between adjacent 
peptide bonds.  The planes of the peptide groups are not typically parallel in an 
actual protein, and the location of the R-groups can vary relative to the 
polypeptide backbone.  This is a critical factor in determining the ultimate folding 
of the protein, and therefore the function.  It is not unrealistic to expect a system 
that determines the ultimate function of the overall organism to somehow 
determine this essential element of organism building. 
 The overall peptide bond angles are determined by the combination of two 
angles, Φ and ψ.  These combinations can be �good� or �bad� from the 
standpoint of steric hindrance and therefore energy stability.  A plot of these 
combinations was done by Ramachandran and co-workers, and was later 
confirmed by empiric data.  A simplified view is shown below: 
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An axiom of molecular biology holds that primary structure determines 
tertiary structure.  The final shape of the protein is forged in the primary structure, 
and the function of a protein is dictated by its shape.  Therefore, polypeptide 
folding is a critical biological process, and that is why proteomics is so 
determined to elucidate that process.  Rafiki will be a great help in this endeavor. 

Information involves quantizing and specifying, and it seems then that the 
peptide bond, like everything in the universe, can be neatly quantized.  We can 
describe the bond with a few parameters, quantize each parameter, and combine 
them to create many possibilities.  A language of this process would go a long 
way toward folding a protein.  In honor of Ramachadron�s work, I have named 
the quantity of information contained in the genetic code regarding the peptide 
bond rotation the R-number.  The information regarding the major bond 
configuration is the C-number.  The C-number tells us the bend and the R-
number tells us the twist in each peptide bond.  There is one other property of the 
bond that merits attention; it is the laxity of the bond.  Every bond has some 
wiggle or play.  The degree to which this is true depends on the identity of the 
functional groups of the amino acids involved.  For instance, proline has no play, 
but Glycine is a virtual swivel.  A Glycine-Glycine bond is sloppy, but a Proline-
Proline bond is tight.  A Glycine-Proline bond will combine features of each.  In 
this way the key contribution of each amino acid is seen as its impact on the 
flexibility of the peptide bond it forms in a given circumstance.  Identities play 
other roles, of course, but Rafiki sees this as the key role of each functional 
group in determining the overall shape of a protein. 
 Before we can begin to quantify actual bond information in the genetic 
code, we must first attempt to identify the mechanisms and components that can 
carry and translate this information.  In so doing, we begin to see that a major 
reformation of our view of the genetic code is required.  The first element pertains 
to what we define as the actual code, or more appropriately, where the code 
actually resides.  The central dogma holds that information flows DNA ► RNA ► 
Protein. 
 
Transcription is the process of moving information: DNA ► RNA. 
Translation is the process of moving information: RNA ► Protein. 
 

The genetic code is all about translation.  Information is moved from 
nucleic acids to amino acids.  DNA serves a storage function only and plays no 
direct role in translation.  No protein synthesis results directly from movement of 
information in DNA ► Protein.  The historical emphasis on DNA has caused an 
undue influence in our thinking about the genetic code, specifically our emphasis 
on messenger RNA (mRNA) and its role in translation.  mRNA is merely a 
transcript of information stored in DNA � important, but not everything.  It is far 
from the only nucleic acid molecule that participates in translation.  Also integral 
to translation are transfer RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) both of which 
must be considered active participants in translation.  They are not merely mute 
cogs, they are active components of the genetic code, providing an additional 
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voice in the translation process.  This concept is easily lost when one neglects 
the stereochemical information contained in the genetic code. 

To get a feel for what�s really happening on the shop floor, the actual 

action at the point of translation, one must imagine being an amino acid; we must 

visit the shop floor.  If you were an amino acid in a living cell, what would you see 

at the moment of translation?  Let�s return to our correlation table to start our 

journey.  

 

 
 
 
 This graphic is equivalent to the excellent textbook table we copped 
earlier.  All the information in the table is in this graphic, but the table relies on 
letters and words whereas this graphic uses shapes and colors.  There is 
something radically wrong with both � they are each misleading.  Why? 
 

Codons do not specify amino acids! 
 
Codons specify tRNA molecules.  tRNA molecules specify amino acids.  

Let�s take a look at some of the features of a tRNA molecule and imagine that we 
are an amino acid, Leucine, for instance, encountering our very own tRNA. 
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Each tRNA molecule is a polynucleotide, as are mRNA and DNA.  Unlike 
its more famous cousins, tRNA folds into a three-dimensional shape that 
determines its function, much like a protein.  This does not stop tRNA from being 
and behaving like DNA and mRNA with respect to nucleotide-nucleotide 
interaction.  Each tRNA has an anticodon region which gives the molecule its 
raison d'être - complimentary pairing with codons.  However, there are other 
nucleotides in the molecule that play a key role in the translation process, many 
of which can be found in the �variable region� or body as labeled above.  As I 
mentioned, this is a very stylized look at tRNA, but it will help us make the central 
point about the role of tRNA in the genetic code.  The actual structure of tRNA is 
fairly well documented, but this simplified view is copasetic with what is known.  
We can revise our assignment table, substituting the tRNA-amino acid complex 
where we previously only had amino acids. 
 
 

 
 
 
Nothing seems to have fundamentally changed.  This is because we 

have not done enough thinking about our new partner, tRNA.  Here is some 
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interesting information that I pulled from a Biochemistry lecture on the 
internet: 
 
In 1966, Francis Crick proposed the Wobble hypothesis� He suggested that 
while the interaction between the codon in the mRNA and the anticodon in the 
tRNA needed to be exact in two of the three nucleotide positions, this did not 
have to be so in the third position. He proposed that non-standard base-pairing 
might occur between the nucleotide base in the 5' position of the anticodon and 
the 3' position of the codon. 
  
This hypothesis not only accounts for the number of tRNAs that are observed, it 
also accounts for the degeneracy that is observed in the Genetic Code. The 
degenerate base is that in the wobble position 
  
These wobble rules are not followed exactly. If they were, only 31 tRNAs would 
be needed to pair will all possible codons. There are, however, more than 31 
tRNAs. 
  
The sequence of Escherichia coli K12 contains 84 tRNA reading frames. The 
only amino acids with a single tRNA are histidine, tryptophan and selenocysteine. 
There are 7 tRNAs for arginine and valine, and there are 8 tRNAs for leucine. 
 
 Let�s incorporate this newfound info into our assignment table.  Since we 
don�t have the specifics on an organism�s distribution of tRNA, again we will wing 
it in a stylized way. 
 

 
 

 This appears to me to be a direct contradiction.  The wobble hypothesis 
was presented to explain redundancy, not create it.  Furthermore, I can�t possibly 
imagine what definition of linear this concept might fit into.  Cause and effect are 
now clearly disproportionate.  Our earlier view of a linear, one-codon-one-amino 
acid system can at least be plotted on a graph, and it actually produces a line. 
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 But with this new realization that codons do not specify amino acids, they 
specify tRNAs we must revisit the graph.  If we plot every tRNA against its codon, 
and there are more tRNAs than codons, then we cannot produce a line.  
Depending on the exact proportions, we might get a plot that will look more like 
an electron cloud. 
 
 

 
 
 
 We now have a problem when we assemble proteins on the shop floor.  
Before in the linear model, when an order for an amino acid came down from up 
high, all we had to do was refer to our linear graph and assemble the amino acid 
- the only amino acid - into the chain as dictated by the code.  We now must find 
a way to decide which of these damn tRNA to use.  If two different tRNA will work 
for a codon, how do we decide which one to use?  We pine for the simpler world 
of yesteryear.  Why do we need to confuse things, why not stick to a one-to-one 
system? 
 Wobble and a linear code are in all ways incompatible.  The idea that 
assignment of amino acids is a one-dimensional process is absurd in the face of 
wobble, because it must be an active force in the assignment process to begin 
with.  We now have a two-dimensional process, one which assigns codons to 
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amino acids, and assigns codons to other codons as wobble partners.  
Furthermore, if wobble is a beneficial phenomenon credited with reducing 
redundancy in the assignments, then it should actually in some way reduce 
redundancy.  A force that allows a property of a system to exceed its predicted 
maximum should never be proposed as a reducing force, unless we are prepared 
to examine our understanding of maximum and reduction.  A linear system 
cannot tolerate ambiguous assignments without some serious arm waving.  
Codons are ambiguous with respect to the tRNA they specify. 

We must try a little harder to come up with a model that actually explains 
these contradictions, rather than ignores them.  Take Leucine, for instance.  We 
know that Leucine is highly redundant with respect to codon assignments (it has 
six).  The wobble hypothesis predicts that Leucine might only require two tRNA 
molecules to be fully translated in the code.  This is because all Leucine codons 
start with one of two diads: UU and CU. 
 
Leucine codons: UUA  UUG  CUU  CUC  CUG  CUA 
 
 However, now we are told that Leucine has perhaps eight tRNA 
molecules in E. Coli, which makes little sense.  It makes even less sense when 
one considers that without wobble one might expect six (one for each codon) and 
the wobble hypothesis was ostensibly proposed to reduce this number even 
further.  
 

 
 Every tRNA molecule carries an identical Leucine, but there are 
differences in the nucleotide quantities and sequences.  These differences are 
schematically demonstrated above by changing the colors of the anticodons at 
the bottom of the molecule and the variable regions in the middle of the 
molecules.  I do not have specifics of the actual variations or the pattern made by 
the group, but we can guess that at least two sets of anticodons probably share 
sequences.  This is because there are six codons for Leucine but eight tRNA.  
Let�s put this concept into the assignment table. 
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Note that these molecules are fairly large compared to the size of a codon.  
Each one has between 73 and 93 nucleotides, which means that the anticodon 
region accounts for 4% of the molecule at most.  The amino acid is truly tiny 
compared to the tRNA molecule.  The whole function of these molecules is to 
bring these tiny amino acids into proximity so they can be bonded together in a 
polypeptide chain.  The steric influence of these molecules must be significant.  
To get a better view of this I will show a stylized version of translation of four 
amino acids using these tRNA.  We will stick with Leucine for this illustration, but 
we will use a different tRNA for the addition of each residue. 

 

 
 
 

This would be a truly remarkable feat of molecular manners to find 
anything approaching this type of well-behaved stereochemistry in nature.  For 
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starters, it is unlikely that all four tRNA leucines will ever simultaneously line-up 
on mRNA as pictured, they generally work two at a time, but all four will play a 
role in the tetra-leucine at some time.  But the schematic demonstrates a critical 
point: the genetic code is operating in two distinct zones of interaction.  There is 
nucleotide interaction obviously occurring between codons and anticodons, but 
there also is nucleotide interaction occurring between nucleotides in adjacent 
tRNA molecules.  It is this dual level of interaction that makes the code truly non-
linear, and it also is this duality of interaction that translates the stereochemical 
information in the genetic code. 

A revised view of this situation would lead to the conclusion that eight 
does in fact represent a dramatically reduced tRNA count for Leucine, due in 
large part to wobble.  Let�s illustrate this concept with a simple thought 
experiment.  Let�s suppose that the molecules are not as uniformly well behaved 
as suggested by the above schematic. 
 

 
 
 
 tRNAs now compete for space, or jockey for position.  Consequently, the 
tiny amino acid and its peptide bond will be jostled, or sterically affected.  Small 
alterations in the properties of tRNA molecules could have large stereochemical 
consequences for translation.  Further complicating the situation, there is a third 
level of nucleotide involvement in the peptide bond formation.  The catalyst for 
the bond is not a protein but a nucleotide, the 23S rRNA subunit.  The catalytic 
property of this structure is referred to as peptidyl transferase, and it interacts 
with tRNA during the reaction and has a direct impact on the final state of the 
bond between every adjacent amino acid in every polypeptide. 
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Still another level of interaction is required.  Every tRNA acceptor arm has 

the same sequence to which any amino acid can attach.  It is only through the 
help of a completely different set of molecules that amino acids know which tRNA 
will be their carrier. 

Perhaps these musings � thought experiments - do not prove a thing, but 
they do bring to light the pragmatic difficulties of taking a contrary position.  There 
appear to be a huge number of nucleotides intervening between the codon and 
the amino acid, all of which seem to owe their invitation to the process to the 
need for a peptide bond.  The consistency from this large and diverse collection 
of nucleotides in the process of making these peptide bonds has been proven, 
but uniformity of bonds has not.  Therefore, the mechanism seems to 
consistently form non-uniform bonds.  Rafiki says that this bond irregularity is a 
pre-determined part of the program.  Nucleotides speak a stereochemical 
language in building the backbones of polypeptides. 

In order for this view to be completely invalid, the following circumstances 
would have to be proven.  For every potential sequence of tetra-leucine, identical 
tetra-peptides would have to be produced.  Otherwise, the difference between 
tetra-peptides must be attributed to some macromolecular nucleotide mechanism 
acting on peptide bond formation.  If we start with the assumption that there are 8 
forms of tRNA-leucine, then there are perhaps a minimum of 4096 code 
sequences that might specify tetra-leucine (84).  Perhaps some tRNA-leucines 
are not sterically compatible with one or more of their brother tRNA molecules.  
In this case, when one tRNA follows an incompatible tRNA in the sequence the 
translation apparatus has a tRNA option (or perhaps a requirement).  When this 
option does not exist, translation is terminated.  There are tremendously more 
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tRNA required by this system, and wobble can play an effective role in keeping 
this number smaller than it might have been. 
 We can now fully appreciate what it means to be an amino acid.  We are 
Leucine, after all � remember?  The thought experiment asks one question, what 
do we see, as amino acids, at the point of contact with the genetic code.  This is, 
in fact, what the genetic code is.  It is all about nucleic acids talking to amino 
acids and getting them to behave in a way that leaves no doubt that information 
is crossing molecular boundaries.  The money shot of this whole thread, so to 
speak, is in trying to decide what the nucleic acids are telling the amino acids.  
We now have two basic choices and we are going to use tetra-leucine to decide 
which one is more logical.  If all conceivable nucleic acid sequences for four 
consecutive leucines �look� the same, or homogeneous to us as Leucine, then 
the code can carry no stereochemical information. 

 
 
However, if any valid sequence of RNA has a different look to us, one that 

results in even a slightly different polypeptide backbone, then we must conclude 
that the code is non-linear and it carries stereochemical information.  A different 
�look� to the above sequence could take on any one of roughly 4000 
appearances to us, assuming that we are Leucine in E. Coli as described. 
 

 
 

If against all odds every tetra-leucine is confirmed to be identical 
out of E.Coli, then we best get busy again.  These must be compared to 
all possible tetra-leucines from other organisms, because we realize that 
every organism can and does have a different complement of tRNA.  If we 
still have found no stereochemical impact of the code on tetra-leucine it�s 
back to the drawing board.  We need to check multiple numbers and 
combinations of peptide bonds across proteins.  From this standpoint, the 
assumption that all peptide bonds emerge from translation in a perfectly 
identical conformation seems untenable.  If translation is causing this lack 
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of homogeneity in peptide bonds then we must identify the information 
behind this, wherever it may reside. 

 
The first significant impact of this realization is that we can identify the 

location of the genetic code.  The genetic code resides in RNA.  The process of 
translating nucleic acids into amino acids is an entirely RNA phenomenon.  It 
involves many molecules of RNA, not just mRNA, and all involved RNA 
molecules must be viewed as a part of the genetic code.  It is a stereochemical 
phenomenon, not one-dimensional, and it contains stereochemical information.  
Codons reside on mRNA.  They specify tRNA, but each tRNA interacts with 
every other tRNA.  It is the tRNA-tRNA interaction in a sequence that defines 
every peptide bond in a protein.  Finally, rRNA interacts with both mRNA and 
tRNA to complete the apparatus that builds each and every peptide bond.  It is 
this complement of RNA � mRNA, tRNA, and rRNA � that carries the genetic 
code of each organism. 

The second significant impact of this thinking is the conclusion that the 
genetic code is far from universal.  Not even the assignment table is universal, 
but this is just the tip of the non-universal iceberg.  There is potentially a 
universal code, or code limit, but no known organism would need or ever 
approach this limit.  If tRNA is an integral part of the code, and tRNA varies 
widely between organisms, then the code varies widely between organisms as 
well.  We can visualize this with the following pair of schematics. 
 
 

 
 
 

This is not complete, and therefore it is not an accurate representation of 
�the genetic code�.  This is a relatively complete representation of the correlation 
table, or assignment table of codons to amino acids, but it ignores many known 
features of the code.  Even this is not linear if it includes wobble.  This is a codon 
table, and codons are all about mRNA.  To this we now must add a network of 
tRNA. 
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 This is a more accurate picture of what a genetic code might look like in a 
single organism.  Change a single nucleic acid in a single tRNA and you have 
probably changed the code in that organism.  This is a truly networked view of 
the genetic code.  It is a dynamic network of RNA.  There are some observed 
phenomena that just cannot possibly be explained by a linear model, no matter 
how hard we try to preserve it. 
 
A new method of mapping 
  

In light of these ideas, the genetic code can be mapped for each organism 
to give a blueprint for how that organism constructs proteins.  To fully appreciate 
how the new method differs from the state-of-the-art method used today, we will 
start with the method implied by the linear model of the genetic code. 
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 This model teaches that the codon is the only salient unit of information 
contained in polynucleotides, where a codon is a grouping of three nucleotides 
that specify one and only one amino acid in a polypeptide chain.  If this is taken 
as the complete foundation of the genetic code then the method of mapping is 
fairly simple: 
 

1. Map all possible codons with amino acids. 
 

Of course this has already been done, and this is the conventional view of 
the genetic code today.  Unfortunately, there are many observed phenomena 
that cannot be easily handled by this model.  In this simplified view none of these 
phenomena should occur because it is assumed that all components can be 
universally substituted for each other without structurally changing the code or its 
function in an organsim. 

The linear model assumes that peptide bonds are formed, but it places 
little importance on the nature of those bonds and the role of the nucleotides in 
forming them.  Our new method of mapping the genetic code views the peptide 
bond as the primary output of the genetic code.  Amino acid sequences are the 
consequence of peptide bonding.  They result from nucleotides functioning as a 
complex whole to implement the genetic code.  Some additional definitions will 
be helpful in examining the new model. 
 
Genome � the sequence of nucleic acids. 
Genon � the unit of mRNA involved in fully describing a peptide bond. 
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Pepton � the compliment of tRNA involved in fully describing a peptide bond. 
 
 
 Whereas the linear model is flat, requiring only codons to determine 
primary sequence, the new model is hierarchical, requiring a number of elements 
to determine primary structure.  The concepts of genon and pepton are valid 
even in a linear model, but they would have little use in that one-codon-one-
amino acid world.  The new method of mapping is still conceptually simple, but 
new steps must be added. 
 

1. Map all expressed tRNA to amino acids in an organism. 
2. Map all possible genons to peptons. 
3. Map all peptons to peptide bonds. 

 
 The above diagram will need to be modified to reflect this new 
organizational scheme as follows. 
 

 
 

C = Codon   T = tRNA   PB = Peptide Bond   AA = Amino Acid 
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The peptide bond becomes the focal point of the genetic code, and 
therefore primary sequence follows from primary structure, rather than the 
reverse.  The genetic code is composed of at least two forms of RNA, mRNA and 
tRNA.  The genetic code is an overlapping code; therefore, no unit of information 
can be removed from its appropriate level of context and still retain its complete 
meaning.  Each tRNA, and therefore the amino acid it carries, plays a role in two 
peptide bonds, so a single substitution impacts output at more than one place. 
 This method is believed to be universal, but the results are not expected to 
be universal.  In other words, it must be applied to each organism under study, 
and it is expected to yield different results for each.  One can appreciate that 
every organism expresses a different population of tRNA molecules, and each 
codon has the ability to specify more than one tRNA.  This is in stark contrast to 
the one-codon-one-amino acid view of the genetic code.  Therefore, it is only 
within a genon context that codon-tRNA mappings are made. 
 It is not guaranteed that every organism will share the same view of 
genons and peptons, just as they are known to differ on their approach to 
codons.  It has been shown that organisms have the ability to change their codon 
to amino acid correlations, and even have the ability to eliminate codons entirely 
from their code.  An organism with a missing codon cannot have the same code 
as one without a missing codon.  Even the number of codons is not universal in 
the code.  Likewise, it should be expected that an organism might take 
advantage of flexibility in genon and pepton mechanisms.  Number and type of 
each can be expected to vary.  It may even be found that genons and peptons 
vary in size within and between organisms.  For this reason it is not possible to 
precisely define sizes and varieties of these genetic components at this time 
without data.  The above diagram implies that these entities are uniform; 
however, this is an idealized representation and not required as a universal 
feature of the genetic code. 
 
 
Irregularity 
 
 The diagram of the genetic code under a linear model displays a stark 
regularity.  It is simple to comprehend at a glance; however, nothing we know 
about the mechanisms of life reflects this level of simplicity.  The linear code 
appears to simply translate nucleic acids into amino acids, letters into letters.  
The Rafiki model teaches us that the code translates overlapping collections of 
nucleic acids into peptide bonds, shapes into shapes. 
 
 

Base → Codon → Amino Acid 
4    →     64    →       20       . 

 
tRNA → Pepton → Peptide Bond 

    ?     →      ?      →          ?          . 
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 The first sequence demonstrates a well-behaved regularity.  The second 
sequence, while it may ultimately be regular, gives the appearance of poorly 
behaved irregularity; it is more chaotic.  Excellent work in the field of artificial life 
(A-life) has taught us that Life thrives at the edge of chaos.  It is a balance 
between order and chaos.  If there is too much order or too much chaos - either 
one - Life becomes ineffective.  It thrives when a balance is struck, which could 
be called the edge of order but our flare for dramatics demands that we call it the 
edge of chaos.  All living systems will be a celebration of this balance, so we 
must celebrate with it.  The linear model destroys the balance by discarding the 
part of the genetic code that has embraced chaos.  It sees only the brackets of 
regularity. 

The Rafiki view more accurately reflects a universe that is in constant 
change, and Life as a subset that has learned to embrace change.  It is a 
process, not an event.  The genetic code lies at the core of the Life process, and 
we might expect it to enable change and adaptation.  The code is a product of 
evolution and therefore should be evolvable.  A static unchanging view of the 
code does not capture these properties, but a dynamic, changing code of 
irregularity sandwiched between regularity does. 
 

Base   →   Pepton  →  Amino Acid 
Regular  →  Irregular  →     Regular       . 

 
If we compare Life to a more regular process in the universe, crystal 

growth, as Erwin Shrodinger did, we can talk about regular processes as having 
predictable periods of behavior.  They are periodic, and the patterns produced by 
them are easy to spot.  A salt crystal and a snowflake, while dissimilar in many 
ways, are both periodic crystals.  In contrast, when things are irregular they 
become aperiodic (without period) and they are far less predictable, they are 
chaotic.  The patterns become much more difficult to spot.  Shrodinger described 
Life as an aperiodic crystal.  We must decide if Life is the result of a knit-one-
pearl-two set of instructions, or something more complex, more irregular, 
something aperiodic. 

We can kill a frog, pin it to a board and dissect it.  This will teach us a lot 
about a dead frog, and even more about other frogs that are still living, but we 
mustn�t confuse the two.  If we come up with new questions about the behavior of 
live frogs, we probably won�t get the answer from our dead one.  This is what we 
did to the genetic code; we killed it, pinned it to a line, and then studied the hell 
out of it.  We did it because we could, and it was useful, but now we are 
confusing that which is dead with that which isn�t. 
   All languages and codes are systems.  I can think of no mechanism in 
the universe that will spontaneously produce a complex linear system.  
Somewhere along the road someone made the observation that the genetic code 
has sequential elements, and this was translated into linear.  This has been 
expanded to mean that the genetic code itself is linear. 
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 The genetic code performs sequential functions, but it is not linear in any 
other sense of the word. 
 

The utility of a linear model has become so small and unenlightening that 
most serious scientists have already �moved beyond the genetic code.�  They 
have started to brow beat proteins.  Stereochemistry is important, and it�s got to 
be in there somehow, so we squeeze the proteins with heavy computers and see 
if they�ll talk.  Let�s stretch them on the rack of taxonomy and see if they give up 
their secrets.  Ironically, like natural selection, it is taxonomy that suggests that 
there is a simpler, more elegant unifying mechanism at work at a lower level.  
There is logic behind the laws governing the code, and seeing all this complexity 
implies some foundation of simplicity.  The linear model is so shaky that some 
are claiming that the genetic code is not a code at all.  This is nux vomica that I 
will not countenance.  It is a beautiful code, a sublime reflection of a sublime 
universe.
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A Code or Not 
 

Thou hast seen nothing yet. 
 

Cervantes 
♦♦♦ 

 
 A code is something that translates the meaning of one set of symbols into 
another set of symbols.  Since meaning is verboten in the linear model, it cannot 
represent a code in any practical sense.  A cipher, on the other hand, is a simple 
system that replaces symbols, but as Francis Crick aptly noted, nobody really 
wants to talk about the genetic cipher.  In fact, viewed in a conventional, linear 
light, the genetic code is merely a correlation table.  Many valiant stabs at the 
true meaning, or the universal force behind codon assignments have been made 
in the past in an effort to avoid this frumpy, unglamorous view of the code.  One 
such amusing yet studious view of the genetic code is that it is a literal translation 
of the forces behind a 5,000-year-old systematic Chinese spiritual doctrine called 
the I Ching. 
  

 
 

 
The I Ching lends well to comparison with the genetic code because it is a 

symmetrical arrangement of base-four symbols in groups of three.  However, the 
I Ching can be comprehensively presented in a linear fashion, and the genetic 
code cannot.  The relationships between sets of symbols in the I Ching can be 
plotted onto a two-dimensional map, and the distances between groupings can 
easily be contemplated.  It is yet another time-honored example of man�s 
attraction to, and comfort with linear models. 
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 However, these schematics are merely stylized two-dimensional 
presentations of the binary number 63, or more accurately the numbers 0-63.  
Significantly, the relationship between all of the numbers and the paths from one 
to another is quite clear.  The diagram on the right includes six rings, so any state 
in this binary 64-state system can be easily demonstrated, and relationships 
between states are perfectly described.  It is linear and regular.  It is periodic, and 
any pattern generated by it will have clear periodic fingerprints.  Because 
scientists naturally love linear, periodic models, they dogmatically insisted on 
flattening the genetic code in this way.  There is no compunction, however, about 
re-expanding the system into three-dimensions.  It is enthusiastically but 
mistakenly expanded into a binary matrix called a hypercube. 
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 In this way all codons maintain a simple, linear relationship to all other 
codons.  The �distance� between codons is easy to grasp.  Any �walk� between 
codons can appear periodic and regular.  The hypercube is so trusted that it has 
come to be seen as a genetic ruler used to measure the evolutionary distances 
between genetic sequences.  This is a very nifty metric, or it would be if it actually 
worked.  In 1978 Dayhoff published a matrix of empiric data demonstrating 
known codon substitutions.  It appears that our scientific view might differ from a 
codon�s view with respect to the definition of �short walk�.  Perhaps a codon uses 
a different ruler to measure its walks. 
 

There were many ingenious guesses about how the genetic code might be 
configured, before any real data was obtained.  The debates raged around 
strictly technical issues of codes, and many conclusions were drawn, perhaps 
erroneously.  These conclusions eliminated several good partial guesses that in 
retrospect were useful if only they had been combined.  My own effort was 
greatly aided by shear ignorance.  I knew little of codes, information theory, 
molecular biology, and most importantly I knew nothing of these ingenious 
guesses that were rejected on solid grounds.  I was free of the ordinary 
restrictions imposed on anyone qualified in the relevant areas.  Most surprisingly, 
few past efforts appear to examine the shape of the data and its meaning.  This 
is all the more surprising when one considers that shape was king in the world of 
proteins and biological specificity that reigned prior to the 1950�s.  Soon the 
nucleic acids were ordained as keeper of genetic secrets.  Looking back on the 
past from our privileged perspective of the present it all seems silly.  What on 
earth would make anyone think that molecules could agree on a system that is 
easy on the human brain? 
 The bean counters moved in and counted all the beans.  They know a 
bean when they see it, but they apparently can�t tell an apple from an orange.  
They applied the logic of a line and declared that with the assets of sixty-four 
beans they had just enough to cover the cost of twenty beans, but little else.  
They decided to pay more than three times the going rate for each bean.  
Molecules laugh; they are neither beans nor bean counters, confused by the 
logic of a line.  Molecules irreverently ignore lines; beautiful women coolly waving 
off childish advances from silly boys.  Molecules are at home with shapes, 
though, and it is shape that should mark the start of any intelligent counting. 
 Disregard for stereochemical information coupled with the stepwise 
rejection of almost every feature of the Rafiki model conspired to render the truth 
invisible to qualified code breakers.  Often it takes a child to truly appreciate the 
fine clothing of any emperor, and ignorance of the impossible is the only hope of 
achieving it.  Enter the idiot savant with a key to the riddle: it is easiest to crack a 
code by starting with the decoder.  Granted, holding the decoder now is an unfair 
advantage, but in fact any dodecahedron would do, and dodecahedrons been 
around for several years.  Still, I am told by more than a few qualified observers, 
in the nicest possible way, that I am what I appear to be � a complete idiot.  
Everyone is of course entitled to an opinion. 
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 The bemusements of playing with a functional genetic rosetta stone 
encouraged me to do a little digging.  I often do things in the counterproductive 
fashion of working backwards, because perhaps I actually see things backwards.  
I was prepared for my search to lay a trail of wisdom proving my efforts trivial, 
commonly understood, or completely wrong.  I suspected that I had been given 
the skinny for sissies in Biochem 101 - a partial story - but the real tough guys in 
Biochem 765 already learned much of what I was just glimpsing.  I was 
unprepared for what I actually found.  The earth was seemingly undisturbed 
under my stereochemical feet, tabula rasa, a vacant playground. 
 An interesting view of the Rafiki model of the code is as a spherical lens.  
A light shined through it projects a pattern onto the tabletop.  This pattern can 
have considerable utility in the study of genetic codes, but it is nonetheless a 
decidedly flat pattern.  Just such a pattern was discovered early, and coming out 
of the gate as it did it was naturally a welcome sight, bound for christening as 
�the right answer�.  There is more than enough value in a linear model to keep 
folks busy on a tabletop while dogma hardens around their ankles.  Attempts to 
climb from the table are hindered by explicit instructions from the keepers of truth 
to keep all eyes forward, certainly not up.  Such is dogma. 
 

What need is there to look up? 
 
True, I was placed on the table and instructed to wander with the herd, but 

I never listen.  Ask anybody.  Like a child on the beach who discovers a 
particularly shiny shell, I stumbled onto the decoder and became intrigued.  I 
happened to shine a light through it and voila!  Shouting down to the table is 
another story.  And it goes without saying - but I�ll say it anyway - the assignment 
data is a necessary element of this discussion. 

It is a shame we could not sit in on a meeting of the RNA tie club (guys 
who wore ties with hand painted pictures of RNA) before the code got sentenced 
to linearity.  There are many features to the Rafiki model that in my ignorance I 
did not realize were actually features of a code.  I have since learned how these 
features had been systematically considered and rejected for good but 
incomplete reasons in the 1950�s and 60�s.  The award for closest pass goes to 
George Gamow.  He apparently also deserves credit for elevating the code 
debate to an international status, and for properly framing it with social 
camaraderie and alcohol.  Dr. Gamow founded the RNA tie club, and he was 
fond of his pet theory, the diamond code.  When it was proven conclusively that 
the diamond code could not be correct, he cheerfully and sportingly proposed 
another combinatorial code.  A combinatorial code is a key piece in the Rafiki 
puzzle, and Gamow�s efforts were tantalizingly close. 
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 Gamow�s compact triangle code only needs to be spatially optimized and 
it might be correct; however, it has several dysfunctional features, as we shall 
see later.  The key property of the triangle code is the �magic twenty�.  For a time 
there was an emphasis on the standard set of twenty amino acids in searching 
for the code.  The code breakers felt that the decoder should mathematically 
emphasize these twenty.  Gamow has created twenty triangles that represent all 
possible triple combinations of the symbols 1, 2, 3 and 4, thereby differentiating 
the triplets.  He notes that some triplets are homogenous, which he labels α; 
some triplets are diads, which he labels β; and some triplets are completely 
heterogeneous, which he labels γ.  (Note the correlation to Rafiki�s primary, 
secondary and tertiary codons.)  Gamow believed that each of the magic twenty 
should correspond precisely to each triplet, providing the code with an 
appropriate redundancy.  But in the Rafiki universe there is no redundancy � 
each triplet means six different things. 

Codes frequently overlap.  There were many proposals for overlapping 
genetic codes, but they were eventually proven wrong, and all such attacks on 
the code were proven to be an almost certain dead end.  Two problems: they 
weren�t looking for shapes and they did not have the correct reference for the 
overlapping unit.  For them, the issue of overlapping was mooted when the code 
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was �broken� in the 1960�s.  The bulk of the stereochemical information is 
contained in the overlapping of triplets, but unless someone is specifically looking 
for this information in the code it is sure to be overlooked. 

The code breakers were remarkably unconcerned with general matters of 
shape, and therefore never thought to cut those triangles from the page and see 
if they could tape them together into a single object.  They also apparently never 
actually tested Gamow�s theory against the data, which we shall do for them later 
(stunning results).  Perhaps scotch tape had yet to be invented; Rafiki grinds to a 
halt without it.  Regardless, Gamow was brilliant.  He knew what he wanted to do 
and he almost did it with one hand tied behind his back.  He seems to have had a 
great time doing it.  He didn�t have easy access to all the fine computer 
resources we now have.  He didn�t have the correlation table of amino acids.  He 
did not have the almost perfect biochemistry textbooks available today.  It would 
therefore be a hoot to show Dr. Gamow the Rafiki model and get his reaction.  
I�m sure he would graciously exchange notes and share a few good laughs.  The 
point is, with respect to the genetic code, we must return to the time of Gamow 
and try again. 

 
The Rafiki universe operates through optimization, and we are taught to 

think of the universe as a clever adapter.  Codes are by nature clever things, and 
we should expect nature to come up with a painfully clever, optimized code.  
Especially in this case, a code so important as this, nature will be cleverer than 
we are.  Waste is punished and thrift is prized.  The rally cry is �get more from 
less�, not the opposite.  In order to understand an optimized code we must peer 
skyward from the tabletop.  Plato knew, but apparently it�s been forgotten, the 
dodecahedron is the cosmos.  Throughout the history of great thinkers there is a 
reverence for symmetry of all kinds.  It is as if we have been hardwired in the 
universe to appreciate the symmetry of the universe.  It provides us a tool; not 
just a tool to see, but a tool at the heart of the process that builds us. 
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In my book (and this is my book) the genetic code is indeed a code.  It is a 
code translating the meaning in one set of shapes into another set of shapes.  
Information in the nucleotides describes amino acid assignments and their 
stereochemical orientations.  The information discursive is therefore correct and 
useful.  The code breakers initially had the right idea, but found only a partially 
correct answer.  The other half of the question never even got asked: how do 
these curious molecules know how to line up?  If nothing else, it is a tribute to the 
power of dogma and a pining for a simpler, more manageable, linear universe. 
 

♦♦♦ 
 
 There has been an alarming increase in the number of things we know 
nothing about. 
 

Scientific American
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